Partners & Voyagers 1997-2021*
*Company/Agency at time of program

Partners

1997:
Crouse Powell '97, FedData, Chair
John Okay '97, GSA, Chair

Linda Benton, NSF
Mary Ann Fisher, IBM Corporation
John Graham, EDS
Keith Jackson, USDA FS
Brian King, Navy

Sallie McDonald, GSA
Robert Miller, Department of Justice
Karen Sweet, Kodak
Chris Taylor Vasko, Sprint
Lee Ann Anderson White, CSC

1998:
Crouse Powell '97, FedData, Chair
Charlie Self '98, GSA, Chair

Leslie Barry, Fed Data
Chris Folger, Unisys
Amy David, IBM
Jim Gallagher, DOJ
Ellen Glover, ATS
Marilyn Holland, USDA
Greg Knapp, Navy Atlantic Command
Dale Luddeke, CSC
Mike Mullen, Indus

Laura Nash, Robbins Gioia
Joy Prangley, USDA
Barry Robella, Platinum Software
Mike Sade, Department of Commerce
Kathy Thompson, Navy Atlantic Command
Terri Weipert, Unisys
Mary Whitley, GSA
Don Woznick, Department of the Army

1999:
Crouse Powell '97 Unisys, Chair
Harold Gracey '99 VA, Chair

Stephanie Ambrose, EDS
Mike Anastasio, Commerce
Mark Cooperstock, Indus
Mike Donaldson, Merant
Richard Garrison, Unisys
Jim Henry, IBM
Alisha Johnson, Govt Executive
Ann-marie Johnson, CSC
Cindy Krohmal, VA

Tim McCurdy, GSA
Gene McNerney, GSA
Rich Roberts, USDA
Wayne Shiveley, DOJ
Wanda Smith, GSA
Nathan Tash DOT-FAA
Bettina Almond Tolin, SAIC
Stephen Weigler, OMB
Tom Wilson, SAP

2000:
Crouse Powell '97, Unisys, Chair
Mary Whitley '98, GSA Chair

Dave Cheplick, State
Brenda Crist, OAO
Chip Coyle, Oracle
Jackie Everett, CSC
Charles Fountaine, VA
Mark Hagerty, NASA
Mary Ann Lesnick, Indus Corporation

Vicky Lillicrap, GSA
Ruby May, DOC
Kathy Minchew, NCS Pearson
Steve Penyak, ACS
Chaucer Perkins, DOJ
Kathleen Sober, Unisys
Barry West, Commerce NTIS
In between 2001 and 2002, the program really became popular and the class expanded. At that time, the leadership team actually ran two consecutive classes, with joint sessions interspersed to keep the class together—the two teams for 2002 were “Ice” & “Maverick.” This two team approach lasted through 2005 when the class determined they wanted to do everything together.

**2002:**

*Adair Martinez ’01, VA, Chair*
*Leslie Barry ’98, CSC, Chair*

Andrew Anderson, Robbins-Gioia
Dave Brady, ACS
Donna Buckner, ATS
Ernesto Castro, VA
Connie Davis, Education
Tiffany Hixson, DOC
Kitty Klaus, EDS
Barbara LaCour, USDA
Melanie Leschnik, Treasury
Joe Linza, SPS

Mike Sade ’98, DOC, VC
Harold Gracey ’99, PEC, VC

Jackie Lopez, GSA
Pam McCarthy, IBM
Mitzi Mead, Mercury Interactive
Barbara Moffatt, CSC
Mary Niven, AT&T
Ronnie Palmer GSA
Todd Peckarsky, VBA
Tish Tucker, USDA
Bob VanBuskirk, NCS
Becky West, DOT

*Mike Sade ’98, DOC, Chair*
*Wanda Smith ’99, GSA, VC*
*Scott Hastings ’02, DOJ, VC*

Lisa Akers, GSA FedSim
Vernelle Archer, USDA OCIO
Chris Armstrong, Treasury OCIO
Tina Burnette, DOC Acquisition
Tony Castellano, Energy CIO
Susan Daniel, Bureau of Export Affairs/DOC
Grant Dekker, US Forest Service
Kathy Ford, Transportation-ITOP
Sandra Ginyard, USDA OCIO
Michelle Heffner, GSA CXO Council
Steve Hufford, EPA OCIO
Katherine Kudrewicz, PTO/DOC
Sandye Simpson, GSA/FTS
Kathy Steele, NAVAIR-OCIO
Charlie Warner, DoEd
Debra Young, DOC Acquisition

Leslie Barry ’98, CSC, Chair
Mike Mullen ’98, Indus, VC
Donna Buckner ’01, Impact Innovations, VC

Nancy Andrea, GTSI
Joanie Barr, SPS
Brenda Beck, IES
Janelle Boroday, BAH
Shannon Brown, ATS
Corey Griffin, Microsoft
Tricia Iveson, SAIC
Jim Jones, SRA
Jeanmarie Klitzner, CSC
Joe Lemire, Zerone
Jim Loving, IBM
Catherine Poole, Acquisitions Solutions
Anita Vick, Sprint
Mike Vogel, Indus
Martha Williams, Unisys
Mark Wilson, Ciber
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### 2003 (Lighthouse & Sequoia):

- **Wanda Smith** ‘99, GSA, Chair
- **Chris Niedemayer** ‘03, USDA, VC
- **Scott Hastings** ‘02, DOJ, VC

  Leslie Andrecs, DOC
  Beverly Bowden, GSA/FSS
  Valarie Burks, USDA
  Janet Carlson, DOC/PTO
  Patty Cogswell, DHS-USCIS
  Mary Davie, GSA/FTS
  Jennifer Duncan, VA
  Larry Gross, Energy
  Tom Howder, GSA/FTS
  Lanier Hylton, HUD
  Kim Jackson, US Customs
  Lee Kair, USCG
  Greg Kee, Army
  Stuart Kieffer, USDA
  Sharon Leigh, NOAA
  Susan McCarron, ATF
  Vickie Medina, TSA
  Rob Ragano, IRS
  Michael Randall, NavAir
  John Sullivan, EPA

### 2004 (Chamberlain’s Chargers & Apollo):

- **Mitzi Mead** ‘01, Mercury Interactive, Chair
  - **Martha Pryzsucha** ‘02, CSC, VC

  Rajeev Aggarwal, Compubhan
  Clifford Allison, Unisys
  Joe Dawson, Robbins-Gioia
  Dave Everard, Intel
  Lauren Ewald, IBM
  Kevin Fagan, SRA
  Robin Gardner, Northrop Grumman
  Leslee Gault, CSC
  Anne Gehrett, CACI
  Caroline Hughes, Reliable Integration Services
  Tom Kennedy, GTSI
  Mavis O’Neill, Altarum
  Andy Robinson, Exeter
  Greg Ryan, INDUS
  Andy Schoka, Impact Innovations
  Darryl Scott, Titan
  Cal Shintani, Veridian
  Judy Smith, Booz-Allen-Hamilton
  Michelle Tranter, Information Builders
  Steve Wiley, MSD

- **Chris Niedemayer** ‘03, USDA, Chair
- **Larry Gross** ‘03, DOE, VC
- **Judy Davis** ‘04, EPA, VC

  Scott Bowman, DHS/FEMA
  Robert Donahue, Energy
  Efrain Fernandez, ATF
  Tim Fleming, GSA/FTS
  Chase Garwood, DHS-US-VISIT
  Beverly Hacker, HUD
  Lee Harvey, US Army
  Karen Keats, FDIC
  Karen Kopf, GSA/FEDSIM
  Dwaine Kronser, NASA/GSFC
  Deborah Locke, Commerce
  John Moses, EPA
  Patrick Plunkett, HUD
  Don Reiter, US Navy
  Todd Repass, USDA
  Lisa Romney, DOD
  Lee Stang, Commerce/NWS
  Eleanor Sullivan-Friday, VA

- **Mike Mullen** ‘98, Indus, Chair
  - **Mitzi Mead** ‘01, Mercury Interactive, VC
  - **Martha Pryzsucha** ‘02, CSC, VC

  Paul Adler, QAT
  Dan Aloisi, VISTA Tech Services
  Maggie Bauer, QSS Group
  Chris Bishop, SRA
  Mark Crouter, Impact Innovations
  Sue Dowling, McDonald Bradley
  Greig Fields, HP
  Nancy Fultz, CapGemini
  Jan Gentry, Sprint
  Ivette Granier-Smith, PPC
  Jaye Helferd, IMC
  Allan Holmes, FCW
  Tom Martwinswki, MSD
  Greg Mundell, Titan
  Kim Shackleford Hayes, Touchstone
  Suzie Smith, Computer Associates
  Kenyon Wells, AMS
  Tristen Yancey, Plumtree
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**2005 (Transformers & Advocates):**

Charles Havekost ’05, HHS, Chair  
Linda Cureton ’05, NASA, VC  
Mark Kryzsko ’05, DOD, VC

Darren Ash, DOT  
Julie Basile, OFPP  
Sabrina Crane, GSA  
Michael DiVecchio, NOAA  
Catherine Doolos, US Army  
Sandra Facinoli, USDA  
Selena Hutchinson, FBI  
Steven Kempf, GSA  
Deborah Kent, DHS-US VISIT  
Martha Morphy, NARA  
Diane Morrison, OSD  
Gladys Myatt, Treasury  
Fawn Pettigrew, DHS-FEMA  
Richard Reeves, Treasury  
Robert Scherer, BUP-Treasury  
Sara Schroerlucke, DHS-BTS

Mitzi Mead ’01, Mercury, Chair  
Ivette Granier-Smith ’04, PPC, VC  
Dale Luddeke ’98, CSC, VC

Tony Andraos, Unisys  
Deor Baker, CSC  
Peter Boyer, IBM  
Esther Burgess, SI Intl  
Townley Cozad, Lockheed Martin  
Patrice D’Eramo, HP  
Alissa Harrison, Altarum  
Susan Holley, Perot Systems  
Rick Kraus, APCR  
Frederick Kuhn, Gov Exec  
Andrew Lieber, Grant Thornton  
Ken Newcomer, DRC  
Giovanu Patterson, SRA  
Larry Reagan, Price Systems  
Joan Tannen, Base Tech  
Harold Youra, Alliance Solutions

Ivette Granier-Smith ’04, PPC, Chair  
Larry Gross ’03, DOE, Chair  
Brenda Beck ’02, EIS, VC  
Robert Carey ’06, VC

Maile Arthur, DOC  
Anthony Carlisi, VA  
Ronald Chismer, DHS  
Terry Conroy, NASA/GSFC  
Kevin Cooke, Energy  
Paul DiRenzo, DOD  
Beverly Franklin, IRS  
Gary Galloway, State  
Adrian Gardner, Energy  
Mitra Nejad-Guerin, DOJ-ATF  
Carmen Iannacone, GSA  
Joe Klumpp, DOD-PEO  
Steven Laterra, FDIC  
Nina Raheja, GSA  
Gary Washington, HHS-FDA  
Steven Yonkers, DHS-USVISIT

**2006:**

Don Reiter ’04, Navy, VC  
Dave Wennergren ’06, Navy, VC  
Greg Fields ’04, HP, VC  
Lisa Schlosser ’06, HUD, VC

Dave Acup, ENC  
Thomas Bacigalupo, Anteon  
Susan Bethke, Northrop Grumman  
Chris Blake, Juniper  
Joe Brock, Pragmatic  
Debbie Dowling, EDS  
Linda Garcia, Deloitte  
Joe Grossnickel, IBM  
Darlene Hines, Sprint  
David Page, SRA  
Barb Perlowski, AT&T  
Sangita Phelps, Verizon  
Irene Richwine, CACI  
Sergio Rodriguez, CGI Federal  
Jeffery Smith, Ventera  
Annie Williams, Cisco
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2007:

Greig Fields ‘04, HP, Chair
Lisa Schlosser ‘06, Chair
Robert Carey, Navy, Chair
Jackie Patillo ‘07, DOT, VC

Gayle Bracy, Treasury
Walter Dyer, Navy
James Ghiloni, GSA
Craig Hegemann, NASA/GSFC
Paul Hirschberg, DOC/NOAA/NWS
Phil Loranger, DOT
Susan Moore, USDA
Doug Nash, USDA-FS
Marcelo Olascoaga, USDA/FSIS
Tim Quinn, DOI
Joseph Roach, HHS/HRSA
Ashok Sharma, DOJ
Cherie Smith, ARMY-PEO EIS
Susan Smith, Federal Thrift
Peter Sullivan, DOL
Earl Warrington, GSA/FSS

Brenda Beck ‘02, EIS, VC
John Teeter ‘07, HHS, VC
Chris Bishop ‘04, NCI, VC

Fiona Barhow, SRA
Kathleen Cowles, LGS/Lucent
Danny Davis Pramatics
Daniel Forrester, Sapient
Steve Hoffman, Cisco Systems
Bud Kinzer, Citrix Sys, Inc
Barry Levine, GTSI
Andrea McCarthy, Northrop Grumman
Terence McKittrick, ICF International
Andrew McLauchlin, CGI
Douglas Natal, VeriSign, Inc.
Kimberly Pack, CSC
Liz Renniger, CACI
Sherry Weir, Kearney & Co.
Tanya Wilbon, Tech Team
Martin Wright, PPC

2008:

Jackie Patillo ‘07, DOT, Chair
Robin Gardner ‘03, GTSI, Chair
Joe Dawson ‘03, Robbins Gioia, VC

Lexine Arthur, Army
Douglas Bailey, USDA
Terri Cinnamon, VA
Carmen Colon, NARA
Patrick Donovan, GSA
Stephen Elky, Library of Congress
Ellen Green, Treasury
Jeff Gwilliam, DHS
Gayle Jefferson, EPA
Michel Kareis, GSA
Stuart Ott, DOI
Stacy Riggs, USDA
Michelle Schmith, Navy
Rory Schultz, Treasury
Robert Tobin, DOT
Erum Welling, NARA

Jaye Helferd ‘04, InterImage, VC
Adrian Gardner ‘06, NWS, VC
Lester Diamond ‘08, SSA, VC

Chris Chroniger, NetStar-1
Martin Cummings, Daon Inc
Patricia Davis-Muffett, Unisys
Sonja Twiford, EES/1Source
Michael Egnutovich, Binary Group
Stephen Fortier, The Ambit Group
Diane Gongaware, Cisco
Joi Grieg, IBM
Erin Hawley, Composite Software
Jeff Highman, CorTechs
Joe Inqui, Pragmatic
Edward Prater, Sprint Nextel
Anthony Salvi, CACI
Erik Sapp, INDUS
Joel Singer, CGI Federal
Stephen Tolbert, SRA
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2009:  
Jaye Helferd ’04, InterImage, Chair  
John Teeter ’07, HHS, Chair  
Tiffany Hixson ’01, DHS, VC

Vanley Bucknor, Library of Congress  
Christopher Hamm, GSA  
Margie Janney, NRC  
Keith Kearney, Treasury  
Ann Kim, DISA  
Donald Kyzar, FBI  
Andres Lopez, VA  
Shelly Matte, State  
Jack Mundale, US Coast Guard  
Rafael Roman, DHS  
David Soranno, Treasury-OCC  
Michael Sorrento, SBA  
Nancy Sternberg, SBA  
Oliver Voss, EPA  
Terry Watson, Army  
Joanne Woytek, NASA

Joe Brock ’06, Pragmatics, VC  
Jerry Williams ’09, DOI, VC  
Townley Cozad ’05, LM, VC

Michael Cosgrave, ManTech  
Daniel Ellis, Everware  
Helene Epstein, CACI  
Lara Fries, QinetiQ  
Malcolm Harden, CGI  
Joel Horwitz, Aegis  
Emily Lange, ENC  
John Ludecke, SRA  
Carol Miller, NCI  
Scott Schmader, GTSI  
Mary Souther, INDUS Corporation  
Susan Turpyn, Unisys  
Barthe van Doorn, Robbins Gioia  
Paul Wilkinson, LIST Innovative Solutions  
Mark Youman, ICF  
Vana Zellers, Concert Technologies

2010:  
Tiffany Hixson ’01, DHS, Chair  
Joe Brock ’06, Pragmatics, Chair  
Anthony Salvi ’08, CACI, VC

Eileen Badia, US Navy  
Horace Blackman, VA  
Olga Brown-Leigh, NOAA  
Antonio Chantre, DOI  
Michael Everingham, Library of Congress  
Gale Greenwald, GSA-FAS  
Denise Hill, Energy  
William Koren, DHS  
Cynthia Morgan, State-CA  
Joaquin Mosquera, FAA  
Bradley Nix, USDA-FNS  
Sandra Paul-Blanc, NARA  
John Sprague, NASA  
Earl Underwood, State  
Jeff Wells, EPA  
Denise Wofford, Treasury

John Nyce ’10, DOI-NBC, VC  
Susan Milich ’10, FMAOntheMark, VC  
Tom Boyce ’10, NRC, VC

Cynthia Brockwell, BizConnex  
Jennifer Chronis, IBM  
Judy Cohen, InterImage  
Seth Finkel, Carpathia Hosting  
Jody Ganzermiller, Vangent  
Jay Hadley, ICF International  
Jennifer Keating, CDWG  
Taimur Khan, Oracle Corp  
Naveen Krishnamurthy, K4 Solutions.  
Lisa Martin, LeapFrog Solutions  
Scott McGhee, Deloitte Consulting  
Terry Miller, CSC  
Paul Rossiter, Cisco  
Valerie Thompson, CGI Federal  
Mike Tock, Aquilent  
Sundar Vaidyanathan, Unisys Corporation
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2011:

Anthony Salvi ‘08, CACI, Chair
John Nyce ‘10, DOI-NBC, Chair
Tom Boyce ‘10, NRC, VC

Prem Aburvasamy, DHS-TSA
Peter Burr, GSA - FEDSIM
Charlene Cameron, USPTO
David Curtis, NRC
Loraine Dawkins, DOI
Don Johnson, Office of the Secretary of Defense
Shawn Kingsberry, RAT Board
Caterina Lasome, NIH-NCI
Karen Maher, EPA
Celeste Matthews, VA
Thomas Miglin, NASA
Michael Nelson, State
Juliette Sheppard, Library of Congress
Cynthia Stowe, GSA - ITS
Ron Thompson, IRS
Guy Torres, DHS

Sherry Weir ‘07, Kearney, VC
Jim Ghiloni ‘07, GSA, VC
Diane Gongaware ’08, Cisco, VC

Mario Bazan, ICF
Ann Marie Bryant, Beacon
John Bush, Hitachi Consulting
Tammy Calder, Keane Federal Systems
Brian Cole, OST
Atacan Donmez, Converge Systems
Steve Furman, Robbins-Gioia
Christie Harris, CSC
Everett Johnson, E3 Federal Solutions
Willie Nelson, Pragmatics
Kim Thoa Nguyen, CGI
Laura Osbumsen, Unisys
Shelly Roslin, Avaya Government Solutions
Michelle Smith, B3 Solutions
Sherri Thomas, IBM
Herbert Watson, ASI Government

2012:

Sherry Weir ‘07, Kearney, Chair
Rory Schultz ’08, USDA, Chair
Jim Ghiloni ‘07, GSA, VC

Jacqueline Butler, USDA-FNS
Robert Coen, NIH-NITAAAC
Brian Conroy, DHS-ICE
Jeremiah Dewey, EPA
Timothy Dunfee, NASA
Tajouna Elam, IRS
Kevin Gallo, GSA-FAS
William Graves, DHS
Kristen Knapper, GSA-FEDSIM
Sean Lang, Library of Congress
Jolene Merkel, FAA
Heidi Myers, DHS-ICE
Rosemary Olsen, GSA-FAS
David Paschane, VA
Hourman Rasouli, NRC
Gerald Thomas, FERC

Oliver Voss ’09, EPA, VC
Kim Hayes ’04, The Ambit Group, VC
Lisa Akers ’02, ASI Government, VC

Allen Ashbey, Sapient
Troy Barker, ICF
Elizabeth Bolak, INDUS
Scott Campbell, Robbins-Gioia
Brian Hepp, CGI Federal
Meg Hobler, DMI
Richard Jenkins, CGI
Darryl Korynta, CISCO
Rachana Kulkarni, CITI, Inc
Andrew Larsen, SAIC
Anita Lynn, BRMi
Karlene Steechi, Tantus Technologies
Erik TerHaar, Unisys
Mark Valcich, Intel Corporation
Cheryl Waldrup, Govplace
Chris Zinner, Accenture
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2013:
Chris Hamm ’09, GSA, Chair  
Deborah Diaz ’13, NASA, VC  
Sanjay Sandar ’13 FERC, VC

Walter Bigelow, ATF  
Warren Blankenship, GSA  
Thomas Cherry, State  
Ted Kozlow, USDA  
Adam McWilliams, EPA  
Kenneth Allen, GSA  
Lisa Phillips, Library of Congress  
Keith Rineaman, GSA  
Angel Santa, OJP  
Josh Scott, Library of Congress  
Pia Scott, GSA  
Nicholas Skytland, NASA  
Christopher St.John, DAU  
Navin Vembar, GSA  
Leo Wong, USDA  
Brenda Young, EPA

Ann Marie Bryant ’11, Beacon, Chair  
Herbert Watson ’11, ASI, VC  
Laura Osburnsen ’11, Unisys VC

Cassandra Bonnette, DMI  
David Brannon, Lockheed Martin  
Giovannina DiPietro, GDIT  
Lucy Donahue, By Light  
Melissa Forrest, CITI  
Roger Foster, Acentia  
Kimberly Gianni, Pragmatics  
Brian Kendrick, Teracore  
Trayci Koppie, Centuria  
Michael Lanier, Serco Inc.  
James Lockett, Eye Street Solutions  
Edward Logan, Evolver  
Ryan Madden, Dev Technology Group  
Randall Michael, ReliaTrust Technologies  
Adam Robinson, Govplace  
Michelle Rudnicki, IBM

2014:
Kay Ely ’14, GSA, Chair  
Jeff Wilkins, ’14, DOE, VC  
Jacqueline Butler ’12, USDA, VC

Dawn Banks-Waller, EPA  
Jennifer Browne, GSA  
Danita Byrd, GSA  
Maria Filios, GSA  
Dave Heimann, FRTIB  
Lee Kelly, EPA  
Mark Kieffer, Treasury  
Benjamin Kim, EOP  
Michael Palmer, DHS  
Lori Parker, NASA  
Hemanth Setty, RAT Board  
Mary Ann Wangemann, University of Virginia

Jeffrey Bohling, GDIT  
Janet Clement, ASI Government  
Rena Fagel, CenturyLink  
Will Fortier, E3 Federal Solutions  
Simon Godwin, Acentia  
Stephen Goehler, Information Innovators  
Christopher Hegedus, Pragmatics  
Adesh Jain, Avaya Government Solutions  
James Karlson, Unisys Federal  
Kathryn Kienast, Booz Allen Hamilton  
David McOmber, IBM  
Brian Ross, Harris Corporation  
Brian Sichi, Capgemini  
Shannon Vanlandingham, Cisco Systems  
Jennifer Yang, BRMi  
Brian Young, HP Enterprise Services
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2015:

Vaughn Noga, '15, EPA Chair
Mike Donaldson '99, GSA, VC
Denise Wofford '10, LOC, VC

Ali Ali, FBI
Janine Ashbey, GSA
Sam Clark, GSA
Thomas DeBiase, DHS
Isaac Hernandez, FERC
Deborah Hren, GSA
Yvette Jenkins, DHS-ICE
Terrance King, DHS
Jay Loggins, USDA-FNS
Willie Mills, GSA
Jim Piché, GSA
Antoine Salloum, GSA
Maria Soler, GSA
Kathy Spanhwower, DAU
Kevin Wince, GSA
Stephen Yuter, HHS-IHS

Sundar Vaidyanathan ’10, Karsun, Chair
Brian Kendrick ’13, Accela, VC
Liz Renninger ’07, CGI Federal, VC

Diane Ashley, Lockheed Martin
Brian Brennan, Pragmatics, Inc.
Ella Fitzgerald, Accenture Federal Services
Brian Fourr, Dev Technology Group
Derry Goberdhansingh, E3 Federal Solutions
Tracy Hudak, Kearney & Company
Candice Ling, CGI Federal
Carolyn Marsh, IBM
Amy Pfaff, Beacon Associates, Inc.
Denise Pirnia, Primescape
Christy Sanders, EvoTech
Donnie Scott, HP Enterprise Services
Matthew See, CACI
Badri Srirman, Karsun Solutions, LLC
Gail Tedesco, Rigil Corp.
Steve Zerkle, Veritas

2016:

John Moses '04 NRC, Chair
Chad Sheridan ’16, USDA, VC
Earl Warrington ’07, GSA, VC

Michelle Barr, HUD
Luís Campudoni, FEMA
Jamey Collins, GSA
Anthony Cossa, USDA
Kevin Coyne, DOC
Maynard Crum, GSA
Judith Dudley, USDA
Sharon Hamer, EPA
Beth Jones, EPA
Casey Kelley, GSA
Jonathan Kraden, GSA
Maja Lee, EPA
Tiffany McNeill, DHS-ICE
Daniel York, GSA

Brian Kendrick ‘13, Gartner, Chair
Kim Pack ’07, WolfDen, VC
Simon Szykman ’16, Attain, VC

Vera Ashworth, CGI Federal
Thelma Barker, CenturyLink
Rajaji Bellamkonda, Karsun Solutions
Pat Crovo, Insight Technology Solutions
Joe Devlin, Lockheed Martin
Bill Fischer, Growth Matters
John Fitzgerald, E3 Federal Solutions
Mike Froelich, Pragmatics
Donna Glassley, SAIC
Neel Gopalani, ECS Federal
John Hart, HPE
Paul Lee, BRMi
Kirk Macchiavello, Attain
Luke McFadden, Excella Consulting
Vidya Narayan, Unisys
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2017:

David Curtis ’11, NRC, Chair
Earl Warrington ’07, GSA, VC
Simon Szykman ’16 Attain, VC

Sharon Aiken, GSA
Patrice Arnold, DHS-FEMA
Lea-Ann Bigelow, DOC
Erin Collard, EPA
Edward Dowgiallo, DOT-FTA
Clyde Halrsrud, Treasury-OCC
Gary Haney, DOC
Dina Jeffers, U.S. Army
Raymond McCollum, GSA
Darryl Miller, GSA
Marvin Poinexter, FAA
Alexandra Rouse, GSA
Jill Smink, EPA
William Spencer, GSA
Ted Adair, Accenture Federal Services

Kim Pack ’07, Wolf Den, Chair
Mike Tock ’10, GDIT, VC
David Yang ’17, ICF, VC

Bryan Bearden, The Ambit Group
Ryan Bolchoz, Booz Allen Hamilton
Paul Chandler, Macro Solutions
Annette Chashin, NetImpact Strategies
Clay Goldwein, CGI
Seema Jain, Optimal Technology Solutions
Jay Kondapalli, Karsun Solutions
Carrie Kramer, E3 Federal Solutions
Mary Majoros, DXC Technology
Stephen Matherne, AT&T
Ravi Mudumbai, Attain
Kelli Murphy, Unisys
Jeffery Nulf, NIC Federal
Jim Soltys, Noblis
Jylinda White, CSRA

2018:

Ron Thompson ’11, USDA, Chair
Atacan Donmez ’11, CSRA, Chair
Karen Maher ’11, EPA, VC

Jeff Bardwell, DHS
Chris Bennethum, GSA
Sheena Burrell, NASA
Charles Cornelius, USDA-RMA
Bradley Cornell, GSA
Jared Houghton, DOJ
Theresa Kinney, NASA
Raymond Lewis, GSA
Emily Meeks, SBA
Carolyn Meza, GSA
Carla Thomas, DHS
Cheryl Thornton, GSA
Jeremy Wood, Millennium Challenge Corp

Kelly Morrison V07, OMB, VC
Terry Miller ’10, Karsun Solutions, VC
Jeff Shen V05, RedTeam, VC

Peter Anih, Dynanet Corporation
David Bushick, AT&T
Michael Drescher, TCG Inc.
Vipin Jain, Optimal Technology Solutions
Jeff Kramer, Reed Tech
Raza Latif, NuAxis Innovations
Wendy Myers, Suntiva
David Newberry, Leidos
Kitty Nix, Three Wire Systems
Matt Sexton, Booz Allen Hamilton
Serge Shahabian, Unisys Federal Systems
Chae Song, Karsun Solutions
Sudha Venkateswaran, Pyramid Systems
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2019:

Maynard Crum ’16 GSA, Chair
Terry Miller ’10, Karsun, Chair
Sharon Hamer ’16, EPA, VC

Raymond McCollum ’17, GSA, VC
Paul Chandler ’17, GDIT, VC
Lisa Martin ’10, Embrace, VC

Miguel Adams, Millennium Challenge Corp
Nydia Roman-Albertorio, GSA
Ryan Edelstein, GSA
Elvera Gleeton, USDA-NASS
Darlene Gore, GSA
Chris Jordan, US House of Representatives
LaKeisha McClendon, HHS-FDA
Clint McCoy, GSA
Vicky Niblett, GSA
George Nicol, NASA
Albert Pasquarella, DHS
Eric Rippetoe, FERC
Cory Wagner, EPA
Michelle White, GSA

2020:

Katrina Brisbon ’20, TSA, Chair
Warren Blankenship ‘13, GSA, VC
Erin Collard ’17, EPA, VC

Mitzi Mead ’01, Accela Consulting, Chair
Janet Clement ‘14, Golden Key Group, VC
Pete Boyer ’05, Macro Solutions, VC

Marcela Almeida, IRS
Thomas Booker, Bureau of the Fiscal Service
Shila Cooch, OMB
Kimberly Coplen, FAA
Spencer Cummings, FERC
Andrew Fabrizio, SBA
Joseph Foster, NASA
Peter Gillis, DHS-USCIS
Tonya Judkins, USDA
Franklyn Matthews, DOC Enterprise Services
Atash Mehta, Labor
Mike O’Connor, USDA
Tonya Pruitt, GSA
Marisa Roinestad, IRS
Tamika Spencer, GSA
Stacy Swann, GSA
Ellery Roosevelt Taylor, GSA
Anmy Torres, DOJ
Janusz Wasiólek, Library of Congress
Kristen Wilson, GSA

Darby Bade, GDIT
Pamela Bosque, Perspecta
D.J. Dart, Unisys Federal Systems
Raj Dasgupta, Riva Solutions
Lisa Gardner, Leidos
Beth Gomolka, Excella
Grady Johnson, CGI Federal
Bradley Kistler, IBM
Evan Lee, ICF
Andrew J Lindner, Sawday Solution Services.
Aaron Moak, PingWind, Inc.
Sridhar T Rajagopalan, Alpha Omega Integration
Pam Rubin, Booz Allen Hamilton.
Pooya Sangwan, Attain
Rakhi Sharma, Rigil Corporation
Karen Shrum, Ernst &Young
Michael Spagna, MetroStar Systems, Inc.
Heath Starr, SAIC
Steven Walker, Accenture Federal Services
Jeffrey Wehner, LMI
Voyagers

In 2004, many younger professionals in government and industry were asking “how long” they had to wait in their career in order to apply to the Partners Program. Seeing a need, ACT-IAC launched the Voyagers Program in the spring of 2005, with Graduation at the Annual Holiday party for the Partners.

V05:

Judy Davis ‘04, EPA, Chair
Scott Cragg V05, VA, VC

Stephanie Benger, GSA
Crystal Bivens, DHS
Scott Campbell, DHS-FEMA
Doreen Cox, DOJ
Lee James, US Army
Anita Middleton, NOAA
Hope Smith, DOC-PTO
Patti Stang, DOC
Laura Stanton, GSA
Michael Westray, DHS-USVISIT

Jim Jones ‘04, SRA, Chair
Robin Gardner ‘03, Apogen, VC

Jonathan Benett, MSD
David Dickerson, Internosis
Paula Ehnert, Thomas & Herbert
Estee Esposito, Verizon
Kristin Hilbert, Data Systems Analysts
Jennifer Kirkhoff, Deloitte
Steve Krauss, GTSI
Danielle Newgaard, Trusted Computer Solutions
Kim Nguyen, Pragmatic
Jeffrey Shen, Eyaktek
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V06:
Mark Krzysko ’05, DOD, Chair
Lisa Akers ’02, GSA, Vice Chair
Grant Dekker 02, USDA, Vice Chair

Ryan Dickover, US Navy
Patrick Grimm, EPA
Elcindor Johnson, GSA
Pamela Larson, DHS
Minnette Ligon, US Army
Stephen Ressler, DHS
Jennifer Rhoades, NOAA
Holli Rice, HUD
Rachel Stevens, GSA
Susan Minson, DOC-PTO

Lisa Akers ’02, GSA, Chair
Darren Ash ’05, NRC, VC
Grant Dekker ’02, USDA, VC

Emma Antunes, NASA
Benjamin Brandt, Ennovex
Brent Bushey, Treasury
Rosa Caldas, MBI
Jie Chao, GSA
Shannon Hagy, SAIC
Alison Hoover, Diamond
Jimmy Jones, Interior
Kelly Morrison, HHS-FDA
Isaac Neguesse, Sprint Nextel

Jonathan Aloum, Ventura Corporation
James Caton, IBM
Marc Choufani, Pearson Government Solutions
Leon Dimpsey, Acquisition Solutions
Margaret James, ICF Consulting
Zhenia Klevitsky, SE Solutions, Inc.
Stacey Kramer, Altarum Institute
Ryan McCullough, GTSI
Aaron Newman, SRA
Jeremy Nusbaum, Red Team Consulting

V07:
Cal Shintani ’03, CACI, Chair
Patrice D’Eramo ’05, Cisco, VC
Sue Dowling ’04, Data Networks, VC

Corey Nickens, GSA
Brendan O’Mara, NAVSEA
Stacy Rabkin, EPA
Rob Reynolds, MDS-LM
Jeremy Rissi, Cloakware
Alexander Turell, USDA
Rich Vinnacome, Vangent (Pearson)
Dawn West, VA
Angela West Norris, Symantec
Hezekiah White, Robbins-Gioia

V08:
Sue Dowling ’04, Data Networks, Chair
Patrice D’Eramo ’05, Cisco, VC
Tristen Yancey ’04, Planet Associates, VC

Claudia Arriaga-Western, IBM
Brian Creswick, PPC
David Druzynski, List
Kathy Furlong, Nortel
Katie Keegan, WebEx
Brian Lodwig, CACI
Ryan McGrath, Palm
Jenny Murrill, Northrop
Vikas Sharma, Guidant
Amanda Wingo, Indus
In 2009, the Voyagers Program shifted six months to coincide with Graduation at the Management of Change (MOC) conference in the spring, hence, there was no Voyagers 2009! In that 2009 timeframe, the Past Partners Program (P3) morphed into the Fellows – and included all graduates of the Partners and Voyagers Programs.

**V10:**

Jonathan Alboum V06, USDA, Chair  
Rory Schultz ’08, Treasury, VC  
Laura Stanton V05, GSA, VC

Barbara Albin, State  
Christina Bapst, DHS  
Shanita Brackett, EPA  
Andrew Carbone, GSA  
Nancy Kaplan, NSF  
Henry Pierre-Louise, GSA-Region 2  
Nellisha Ramdass, Treasury-OCC  
Charles Sanders, NASA  
Jeanine Shipley, USCG  
Tori Swanson, DOJ  
Lynette Williams, Treasury  
Jason Yasner, Library of Congress

Tristen Yancey ’04, BDNA, Chair  
Joanie Barr ’02, Mantech, VC  
Andy Leiber ’05, McGladrey, VC

David Blackburn, Aquilent  
Bryson Bort, ManTech  
Cameron Chaboudy, Apptis  
Carl DeGroot, Cisco  
Lissette Ferrer, Lockheed Martin  
Andrew Glaser, ICF  
Tim Harvey, CDS Telecom  
Jon Marshall, TechTeam  
Adam McNair, CACI  
Deepti Sharma, Optimal Solutions  
Rob Sherry, GTSI  
Allison Wolfe, CGI

**V11:**

Rory Schultz ’08, USDA-FNS, Chair  
Shelly Matte ’09, DOS, VC  
Chris Hamm ’09, GSA, VC

Sarah Ames, DOI  
Darren Death, Library of Congress  
Ashley Dunklebarger, GSA-FAS  
Jason Gillis, NASA  
Jonathan Hasse, DHS  
Dana Henderson, State  
Bridget O’Connor, OPM  
Jessica Pacos, Department of Energy  
Roberto Rosales, GSA-OCIO  
Donald Staren-Doby, USDA-FNS  
Moneke Stevens, HHS  
Julie Trencher, Treasury

Marty Cummings ’08, Daon, Chair  
Kim Pack ’07, InfoReliance, VC  
Jeremy Rissi V07, PPC, VC

Joanna Avery, Deloitte  
Brian Baker, Ambit Group  
Peter Choi, Apptis  
Colleen Connelly, CCSi  
Mike Deutsch, Aquilent  
Marcus Fedeli, Beacon Associates  
Justin Fleshman, PPC  
Pawla Ghaleb, ICF International  
Kendall Holbrook, Dev Technology  
Victor Koo, Pragmatics  
Jason Nichols, Lockheed Martin  
Mari Oh, Blackstone Technology Group
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V12:
Tom Howder ‘03 GSA, Chair
Kelly Morrison V07, DOI, VC
Brent Bushey V07, DHS, VC

Todd Anthony, Education
Katherine Blackwell, Library of Congress
Fisseha Kefle, EPA
Glen Kelly, State
Shaun Khalfan, DoD
Geraldine Lyons, DOI
Christina McCaffrey, SPAWAR – Navy
Paul Nauroth, RAT Board
Robert Niewood, GSA
Vance Parker, USDA
Kelly Swain, GSA
Travis Totten, NASA

Kim Pack ‘07, Inforeliance, Chair
Malcolm Harden ‘09, CGI, VC
Jeremy Rissi V07, PPC, VC

Douglas Black, Ambit Group
Carrie Campion, Govplace
Tom Cowles, KPMG LLP
Anne-Stewart Downer, Northrop Grumman
Michael Heise, URS-Apptis
John Holland, CACI
Tanya Riley, CNSI
Kelly Schomburg, ICF International
Sarah Sprockett, InfoReliance
Greg Summer, CITI
Sandi Van Valkenburg, CRGT
Rebecca Weaver, CGI Federal

V13:
Margie Janney ‘09, NRC, Chair
Donald Staren-Doby V11, USDA, VC
Jessica Cassidy V11, DOE, VC

Stephanie Fultz, GSA
Sarah Garske, Library of Congress
Val Lunz, NASA
Jeremy McCrary, OFPP
Samantha Kott-Kouril, GSA
John Murphy-Ballantyne, HHS
Marci Shaffer-Hughes, USDA
Michael Skorny, GSA
Terri Smith, Education
Rachel Watts, Library of Congress
Tye White, FAA
Nicole Willis, DHS

Malcolm Harden ‘09, CGI, Chair
Kendall Holbrook V11, Dev Technology, VC
Dan Ellis, Everware ‘09, CBDI, VC

Arash Ardalan, Beacon Associates
Michael Barrera, CGI
Jim Cillian, Red Team Consulting
Ben Lienard, SE Solutions
Cara McFadden, PwC
Amy McKenna, Lockheed Martin
Jon Moriarty, ICF International
Rasha Nahas, Accenture
Darryl Peek, Accenture
David Rubens, Booz Allen Hamilton
Jared Townshend, Deloitte
Kate Wolf, Centuria Corporation
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**V14**

Donald Staren-Doby V11, USDA, Chair
Jolene Merkel ’12, FAA, VC
Julie Trencher V11, Treasury, VC

Mittal Desai, FERC
Kevin Foley, HHS
David Larrimore, GSA
Giovanni Onwuchekwa, GSA
Kevin Richman, GSA
Blake Scates, HHS
Eric Schultz, EPA
Michelle Street, HHS-NIH NITAAC
Kent Taylor, GSA
Weber Wang, EPA
Tina Wilson, Library of Congress
Alexandra Zaslavsky, GSA

Kendall Holbrook V11, Dev Tech, Chair
Tanya Swart V12, Agile Defense, VC
Naveen Krishnamurthy ’10, Riva, VC

Kila Christensen, VIP
Duane Cummings, CGI Federal
Anjali Dighe, LeapFrog Solutions, Inc.
Mike Farahbakhshian, Booz Allen Hamilton
Madaleine Hillsberg, ISYS Technologies
Mike Hulsey, Mythics
Steve Irish, Hewlett-Packard
Ryan Kauzlick, Battle Resource Management
Ashley Nichols, CACI
Farrell O’Neill, RIVA Solutions.
Beth Smith, Octo Consulting Group
Jonathan Veal, CDW Government

**V15**

Jolene Merkel ’12, FAA, Chair
David Curtis ’11, NRC, VC
Heidi Myers ’12, ICE-DHS, VC

Kevin Barnes, EPA
Cristen Cole, GSA
Stacian Daye, Library of Congress
Elizabeth Hampton, GSA
Daniel Kim, GSA
Edward Madden, NRC
Carrie Nelson, Library of Congress
Eduvirgen Peralta-Cruz, EPA
Eridani Quiroz, GSA
Enas Qutob, FERC
Mackenzie Stevens, NRC
Andrew Yuen, EPA

Naveen Krishnamurthy ’10, Riva, Chair
Susie Sylvester V15, Dev Technology, VC
Steve Furman ’11 Robbins-Gioia, VC

Eric Anderson, Rigil
Stacy Brownstein, Attain
Tom Colatosti, Verizon
Patrick Hansen, Lynker Technologies
Callian Jenkins, ICF International
Michael Lentine, Hewlett-Packard
Carey Paquette, Accenture Federal Services
Ingrida Petersons, Noblis
Vajira Ranaviraja, Northrop Grumman
Burton Tu, SMRC
Kelli Usé, Govplace
Melinda Ward, Integrity Consulting
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V16

Heidi Myers ‘12, ICE-DHS, Chair
Barbara Whitelaw ‘14, Coast Guard VC
Deborah Kent ‘05, DHS, VC

George Baden, GSA
Drew Fagan, DOI
Cindy Gripper, HHS
Brittany Hannah, GSA
LaShayla Hopkins, HUD
Evan Lee, DHS
Andrew Low, GSA
Solomon Luke, DHS
Elvis Taylor, Education
Nicole Thompson, HHS
Christopher Wallace, DHS
Catrina Watkins, USDA

Susie Sylvester V15, Dev Technology, Chair
Mike Deutsch V11, Aquilent, VC
Mike Barrera V13, Gama-1, VC

Lindsey Averill, The Ambit Group
Solongo Erdenekhuyag, TrueTandem
Jeffry Graham, Hewlett Packard
Ali Kavianpour, VMware
Virginia Madigan, Chartis Consulting
Nasim Moghadam, CGI Federal
David Newport, Booz Allen Hamilton
Jenna O’Steen, Accenture Federal Services
Alex Porfirenko, E3 Federal Solutions
Joseph Portera, Sawdey Solution Services
Kevin Riordan, CA, Technologies
Jessica Tavasti, Microsoft

V17

Kristen Knapper ‘12, GSA, Chair
Warren Blankenship V17, GSA, VC
Jimmy Jones V07, DOT, VC

Helynsia Brown, Smithsonian
Joshua Camire, USDA
Tina Chen, EPA
Kamillah Connolly, DHS-ICE
Loray Harmon, DOI
Tamar Knighton, HUD
Kimberly McLaughlin, Veterans Affairs
Jasmine Miller, DHS-CBP
Chelsea Rainier, DHS
Stephanie Shutt, GSA
Patrick Sisk, SEC
Elisabeth Sundin, GSA-FAS
Edward Walsh, Veterans Affairs
Kimberly Womble, USDA
Nahed Yousofy, State
Briana Zack, GSA-ITS

Mark Valcich ’12, Intel Corporation, Chair
Mike Barrera V13, GAMA-1, VC

Jay Ahn, CSRA
Alíza Ali, Leidos
Justin Bean, Accenture
Frederic de Vaúlx, Prometheus Computing
Jeff Derogatis, AT&T
Megan Eunpu, Genesys
Mike Fischer, BRMi
Raymond Holder, DXC Technology
Rebecca John, CGI Federal
Dan Kovalcik, IntePros Federal Inc.
Cory McConnell, ICF
Juan Robles, Karsun Solutions
Brandon Shreckhise, The Ambit Group
Jay Strotman, Booz Allen Hamilton
Joshua Temple, Booz Allen Hamilton
Ryan Tran, Acqutech Consulting Group
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V18

Stacy Riggs, 08, GSA Chair
Joshua Camire V17, USDA, VC
Chelsea Rainier V17, DHS, VC

Mike Barrera V13, RIVA, Chair
Mike Deutsch V11, CollabraLink, VC
David Yang ’17, ITG, VC

Kathy Atkinson, GSA
David Barber, Veterans Affairs
Jennifer Bartell, FDIC
Erika Bunkley, GSA
Christina Heller, Veterans Affairs
Tila Kety, GSA
Pratibha Kote, USDA
Brendan Mahoney, GSA
Angelica Matias, GSA
Kimberly Desilva, GSA
Brad Murray, GSA
Phillip Prestipino, GSA
Andrea Smith, EPA
Carraig Stanwyck, USDA
Marvin Worsham, HUD
Dorys Zadezensky, GSA

V19

Emma Antunes V07, NASA, Chair
Michael Palmer ’13, DHS, VC
Somer Smith V19, OMB, VC

Jeff Shen V05, RedTeam, Chair
Donna Glassley ’16, Cisco, VC
Cameron Hogan V19, E3 Federal, VC

DeLonta Adams, IRS
Ramzi Bannourah, FDIC
Julius Bradshaw, GSA
Soundjata Carty, GSA
Young Choi, Education
Rachel Crabtree, Education
Martin Douglas, IRS
Dolreen Holland, IRS
Vinit Kumar, NASA
Stephanie McDuffie, IRS
Jennifer Ouverson, DOI
Ali Pourghassemi, HHS
Frank Reyes, House of Representatives
David Rupert, Veterans Affairs
Birgit Smeltzer, GSA
Xavierra Webb-Spann, GSA

Christian Williams, GSA
Clint Cates, Indigo IT, LLC
Sudhir Duggineni, Karsun Solutions, LLC
John Enquist, iPower, LLC
Lauren Fishburn, Cisco Systems
Scott Gold, TeraThink
Nathan Hintz, Wolf Den Associates
Alexander Lin, TCG
Alec Longarzo, Excella
Shakira McCants, Seventh Sense Consulting
Tamar Mintz, Highlight Technologies
Noor Monam, Booz Allen Hamilton
Anayeli Lombera, Dynanet Corporation
Sarah Thayer, Phacil, LLC
Angela Williams, CGI Federal
Brittany Woodruff, Leidos
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V20

Emma Antunes V07, NASA, Chair
Patrick Sisk V17, SEC, VC
Bill Spencer ’17, GSA, VC

Amanda Anderson, Veterans Affairs
John Burke, GSA
Emmanuel Osei Darko, GSA
Lisa Guevara Escobar, FERC
Lynsey Lanier, EPA
William Milline, Veterans Affairs
Elizabeth Moody, GSA
Sherrie Pearson, GSA
Benita Proctor, NIH
Darshak Sangoi, GSA
Melissa Scott, GSA
Jason Smith, NASA
Robert Soly, DHS
Rebecca Ubert, Veterans Affairs
Christian Yancey, NASA

Karley Stecchi ‘12, Tantus, Chair
Jylinda Johnson ’17, GDIT, VC
Juan Robles V17, Karsun Solutions, VC

Satish Alluri, Karsun Solutions
Beth Bauer, TeraThink
Jared Bell, T-Rex Solutions
Matthew Braunscheidel, Booz Allen Hamilton
Kevin Burchinski, Ernst & Young
Anthony Custardo, CTAC
Rachel De Geyndt, LMI
Michael Edelín, Leidos
Emily Fuerst, GDIT
Brian Galuski, Unisys
Greg Goldbach, Solutions By Design II
Muhammad Khan, Verizon
Michael Mastrangelo, Brillant Corporation
Jessica Price, NuAxis Innovations
Spencer Swayne, The Ambit Group
Lindsey Urrutia, Seventh Sense Consulting

V21

Patrick Sisk V17, SEC, Chair
Lea-Ann Bigelow ‘17, DHS, VC
Michelle Street V14, HHS, VC

Michelle Avery, GSA
Kristina Britt, GSA
Justin Cole, Veterans Affairs
Tamika Coleman, GSA
Johanna Curry, US Army
Sharrye Favron, Internal Revenue Service
Jeannette Grover, GSA
Erica Jacobs, Department of State
Ozel Kirkland, GSA
Doc McConnell, OMB
Jessica Pealer, Millennium Challenge Corporation
Shannon Riley, NASA GSFC
Jennifer Thomas, USDA

Jylinda Johnson ’17, GDIT, Chair
Clay Goldwein ‘17, CGI, VC
Karley Stecchi ‘12, Tantus, VC

Jessica Alfaro, Acuity, Inc.
Kenneth Chambers, Seventh Sense Consulting
Gena Fortune, Perspecta
Jacqueline French, Sponsored by BAH
Samuel Hale II, ECS Federal
Brittany Jackson, CGI Federal
Savin Joseph, CTAC
Madhu Kanigicherla, KP Soft Inc.
Daniel Lichtenstein, INODE INK
William Manel, Leidos
Cody Mruk, SAIC
Luis Rodriguez-Cortes, T-Rex Solutions
Dhaval Shrimankar, Ambit Group